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Abstract—Damaged DNA bases are removed by the base excision repair (BER) mechanism. This enzymatic process begins
with the action of one of DNA glycosylases, which recognize damaged DNA bases and remove them by hydrolyzing N-glycosidic bonds with the formation of apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) sites. Apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease 1 (APE1)
hydrolyzes the phosphodiester bond on the 5′-side of the AP site with generation of the single-strand DNA break. A decrease
in the functional activity of BER enzymes is associated with the increased risk of cardiovascular, neurodegenerative, and
oncological diseases. In this work, we developed a fluorescence method for measuring the activity of key human DNA glycosylases and AP endonuclease in cell extracts. The efficacy of fluorescent DNA probes was tested using purified enzymes;
the most efficient probes were tested in the enzymatic activity assays in the extracts of A549, MCF7, HeLa, WT-7,
HEK293T, and HKC8 cells. The activity of enzymes responsible for the repair of AP sites and removal of uracil and 5,6dihydrouracil residues was higher in cancer cell lines as compared to the normal HKC8 human kidney cell line.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297920040082
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Oxidation, alkylation, deamination, formation of
apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) sites, and DNA strand breaks
are on the list (although incomplete) of processes that
lead to the damage of DNA structure [1-7]. On one hand,
DNA damage can initiate malignant cell transformation;
on the other hand, the same types of DNA damage occur
Abbreviations: AAG, alkyladenine DNA glycosylase; APE1,
human AP endonuclease 1; AP site, apurinic/apyrimidinic site;
BHQ, black hole quencher; DHU, 5,6-dihydrouridine; εA,
1,N6-ethenoadenosine; FAM, 6-carboxyfluorescein; FRET,
Förster resonance energy transfer; F, (2R,3S)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-3-hydroxytetrahydrofuran residue; MBD4, methylCpG-binding domain 4; NEIL1, human endonuclease VIII;
NTHL1, human endonuclease III; OGG1, 8-oxoguanine
DNA glycosylase; oxoG, 8-oxoguanosine; TDG, thymine
DNA glycosylase; UDG, uracil-DNA glycosylase.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

during cancer chemotherapy and radiotherapy [8-10].
Enzymatic DNA repair system plays an important role in
the maintenance of normal functioning of living organisms. It has been shown in numerous studies that the
activity of DNA repair enzymes affects cell susceptibility
to genotoxins and/or damaging factors, including those
used in cancer chemotherapy and radiotherapy [11, 12].
Functional disruption of DNA repair enzymes has severe
consequences in the human body and often leads to cancer development and premature aging [13, 14]. Base excision repair (BER) is one of the enzymatic mechanisms
used by the cells to remove and replace modified and
incorrectly paired bases in DNA. BER is initiated by
DNA glycosylases, which recognize modified bases and
catalyze hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic bond [15, 16].
Next, apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) endonuclease removes
the remaining fragment of 2′-deoxyribose. The major role
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of these enzymes is quick and accurate recognition of
modified base or AP site among numerous unmodified
bases and initiation of DNA repair process.
Cells and animals deficient by DNA glycosylases are
more sensitive to the effects of DNA-damaging factors
[17-19]. At the same time, abolishing AP endonucleases
from the cells by genetic engineering methods leads to
cell death, indicating the critical role of these enzymes in
the restoration of intact DNA structure [20-22].
The methods for determining the activity of DNA
repair enzymes in cell extracts have been intensively
developed [23-29]. Several different approaches have
been proposed for assaying the activity of DNA glycosylases that usually involve the recording of fluorescent signal generated by DNA probes containing a damaged
nucleotide specific for the studied enzyme [30-32].
Typically, a pair of dyes capable of Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) is used as signal source. Other
assays are based on the difference in the fluorescence
intensity of fluorescent analogues of bases incorporated
into single- or double-stranded DNA probes [33]. For
example, Gines et al. [23] modified DNA probes with
biotin for immobilization on magnetic nanoparticles. The
reaction mixture containing DNA probe and different
amounts of alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) and/or
human AP endonuclease 1 (APE1) was incubated for 1 h,
after which its fluorescence intensity was recorded. The
authors found that the nanoparticles degraded at a rate of
2% per day [23]; hence, the use of these method was
complicated by the necessity for verification of the
nanoparticle quality and control of the fluorescent DNA
probe concentration on the nanoparticle surface. Hu et
al. [30] used special equipment to analyze the activities of
8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (OGG1) and AAG at a
single-molecule level. The reaction mixture was incubated for 1.5 h, and then the specific activity of the enzyme
was determined from the fluorescent signal produced by
the products formed in the reaction. Recently, a new sensitive method for detecting uracil-DNA glycosylase
(UDG) activity based on the terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase-assisted formation of fluorescent copper nanoclusters was reported [34]. Several other approaches for
signal amplification in the UDG activity assay were also
described [35-37]. Despite the abundance of options for
determination of enzymatic activity in cell extracts, some
methods mentioned above involve a large number of steps
and require special equipment and use of other enzymes,
such as DNA polymerase, DNA nickase, ribonuclease,
and even AP endonuclease.
It should be also emphasized that most activity assays
are based on comparing intensities of the fluorescent signal in the reaction mixture after a certain period of time
and the signal obtained using purified enzyme. However,
numerous studies [38-43] have demonstrated that the
activity of DNA repair enzymes changes significantly
when these enzymes interact with other proteins and
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 4 2020
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enzymes that can be present in the cell extract but not in
standard samples used for activity quantification.
Therefore, the same amount of the enzyme will cause different changes in the fluorescent signal in the control
sample and cell extract.
In this study, we tested a FRET-based assay for the
activity of key BER enzymes (human DNA glycosylases
and AP endonuclease) in the cell extracts of different
human cell lines. The main goal of this work was to develop an easy method for measuring the activity of BER
enzymes in cell extracts. The advantage of the developed
assay over other approaches is its simplicity. The method
uses a small number of cells and synthetic FRET-labeled
DNA duplex containing damaged nucleotide in its middle part. The novelty of our method is that it allows to
analyze both the signal amplitude after a certain period of
time and the rate of DNA probe cleavage.
Synthesized fluorescent DNA probes contained
modified nucleotides, such as (2R,3S)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-3-hydroxytetrahydrofuran residues (F), 5,6dihydrouridine (DHU), 1,N6-ethenoadenosine (εA), 8oxoguanosine (oxoG), or uridine (Table 1). The efficacy
of each probe was tested with purified human DNA glycosylases and AP endonuclease. The most efficient
probes were used to determine the activity of BER
enzymes in the extracts of A549, MCF7, HeLa, WT-7,
HEK293T, and HKC8 cells. The same probes containing
no damaged nucleotides were used a control for nonspecific cleavage to estimate the sensitivity of the probes to
nonspecific endo- and exonucleases in the cell extracts.
We showed that the tested fluorescent DNA probes can be
used for measuring the activity of several human DNA
glycosylases and AP endonuclease. The assay sensitivity
was sufficient to measure the activity of enzymes in the
extracts from 106 cells with a high reproducibility.
Analysis of different cell lines revealed the differences in
the activity of key BER enzymes in tumor and non-tumor
cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The structure of DNA probes. DNA probes were
oligonucleotide duplexes containing the FRET pair of
dyes [6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) and black hole
quencher (BHQ1)] and damaged nucleotide specific for
the studied enzyme or a group of enzymes (Table 1). The
removal of the damaged nucleotide resulted in the formation of either the AP site [in the case of monofunctional
DNA glycosylases, such as UNG2, SMUG1, methylCpG-binding domain 4 (MBD4), thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG), and AAG] or a single-strand break in the
DNA strand containing this nucleotide [in the case of
bifunctional DNA glycosylases, such as OGG1, human
endonuclease VIII (NEIL1), and human endonuclease
III (NTHL1)]. APE1 also generated a single-strand break
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Table 1. DNA probes used as substrates for DNA glycosylases and AP endonuclease
Target enzyme

Damaged nucleotide

DNA probe sequence

APE1

F

5′-FAM- GCTCA(F)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-BHQ1-CGAGT(G)CATGTCTCGAC-5′

OGG1

oxoG

UNG2, SMUG1, MBD4, TDG

5′-FAM-GCTCA(oxoG)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-BHQ1-CGAGT (C) CATGTCTCGAC-5′
type I
5′-FAM-GCTCA(U)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-CGAGT(G)CATGTCTCGAC-BHQ1-5′

U

type II
5′-FAM-GCTCA(U)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-BHQ1-CGAGT(G)CATGTCTCGAC-5′
NEIL1, NTHL1

5′-FAM-GCTCA(DHU)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-BHQ1-CGAGT (G) CATGTCTCGAC-5′

DHU

AAG

eA

5′-FAM-GCTCA(eA)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-BHQ1-CGAGT (T)CATGTCTCGAC-5′

Nonspecific

C

5′-FAM-GCTCA(С)GTACAGAGCTG-3′
3′-BHQ1-CGAGT(G)CATGTCTCGAC-5′

Notes: FAM, 6-carboxyfluorescein; BHQ1, black hole quencher (fluorescence quencher).

in the strand containing the F residue. After formation of
the gap, short oligonucleotide fragments were released
from the DNA duplex product, thus leading to the
increase in the distance between FAM and BHQ1 and,
therefore, significant increase in the FAM fluorescent signal.
Cell procedures. The activity of DNA repair enzymes
was assayed in the A549, HeLa, MCF7, WT-7,
HEK293T, and HKC8 cells (Table 2). HEK293T, A549,
WT-7, HeLa, and HKC8 cells were cultured in DMEM
(Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and MCF7 cells
were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) in a humidified atmosphere containing
5% CO2 at 37°C. Both media were supplemented with
10% fetal calf serum (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific),
100 µg/ml streptomycin, and 100 U/ml penicillin.
The cells were mechanically detached from the culture flask surface, counted, pelleted by centrifugation
Table 2. Human cell lines used in this work
Name

Origin of cell line

A549

lung carcinoma

HeLa

cervical carcinoma

MCF7

breast carcinoma

WT-7

renal cancer cells

HEK293T

embryonic kidney cells

HKC8

renal proximal cells

(1000g, 2 min), and washed with PBS twice before lysis.
The cells were counted with a Countess II Automated
Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For this, 10 µl
of the cell suspension was mixed with 10 µl of trypan blue
solution, and 10 µl of the resulting mixture was placed in
a cell counting cassette (Bio-Rad, USA).
Preparation of cell extracts. To obtain cell extracts
for the enzyme activity assay, 106 cells were lysed in 200 µl
of CHAPS buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% CHAPS, 10% glycerol,
0.1 mM PMSF, and 0.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol). Total
protein concentration was measured by the Bradford
method (typically, 1-2 µg/µl). The cell extracts were
stored at −80°C and thawed immediately before the
experiment.
Enzyme activity assays in the cell extracts. The reaction mixture was prepared in 100 µl of the reaction buffer
(50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA,
1 mM DTT, and 7% glycerol) and contained 70 µl of the
cell extract. DNA probe with specific damaged
nucleotide (Table 1) was added to the cell extract to the
final concentration of 1 µM. After rapid mixing, FRET
signal was recorded using a FLUOstar Omega fluorometer (BMG Labtech, Germany) at the excitation wavelength (λex) of 485 nm and emission wavelength (λem) of
520 nm. The reaction was carried out at 37°C; the maximum reaction duration was 2000 s. Each experiment
was repeated three times. The relative activity of the
enzymes in different cell lines was compared using the
amplitude of the FRET signal after incubation of the
reaction mixture for 2000 s.
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 4 2020
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Kinetic analysis of recombinant enzymes by the
stopped-flow fluorescence method. The pre-steady-state
kinetics of the recombinant enzymes was studied with an
SX.18MV stopped-flow spectrometer (Applied Photophysics Ltd., UK) by monitoring the FRET-generated
fluorescence signal as described earlier [44-47]. The
DNA probes were modified with FAM and BHQ1 (Table
1); the excitation wavelength (λex) was 494 nm; fluorescence was recorded at λem > 515 nm (Schott filter OG515). The instrument’s dead time was 1.4 ms. All experiments were conducted at 25°C in the buffer containing
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1
mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, and 7% glycerol (v/v).
DNA glycosylase or DNA glycosylase/APendonuclease mixture in the buffer were placed in one of the
instrument’s syringes and rapidly mixed in the reaction
chamber with the DNA probe solution in the buffer
injected with another syringe. The concentrations of the
enzymes and DNA probe were 1 µM in all the experiments. The reported concentrations of reactants are those
in the reaction chamber after mixing. Typically, the kinetic curves shown in the figures were averaged from four or
more fluorescence traces recorded in individual experi-
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ments. Changes in the FRET signal corresponded to the
changes in the distance between the dye and the quencher
caused by conformational distortion of the DNA helix
during formation of the enzyme–DNA complex and subsequent DNA cleavage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To determine the catalytic activity of DNA glycosylases and AP endonuclease, two types of FRET-labeled
DNA substrates were designed that contained damaged
nucleotides specific for the studied enzymes (Fig. 1).
Type I DNA substrates (Fig. 1a) contained FAM (emitter) and BHQ1 (quencher) at the 5′-ends of the oligonucleotides; type II DNA substrates (Fig. 1b) contained
FAM at the 5′-end and BHQ1 at the 3′-end of the duplexforming oligonucleotides.
It should be noted that analysis of the activity of
monofunctional DNA glycosylases that form an AP site
in the DNA duplex is more complicated compared to
bifunctional DNA glycosylases or AP endonuclease,
which form single-strand breaks in the DNA substrates.

a

b

Fig. 1. Interaction of monofunctional DNA glycosylases with type I (a) and type II (b) FRET-labeled substrates. Stage 1, removal of damaged base (X) and formation of AP site; stage 2: cleavage of AP site by APE1, leading to the release of short oligonucleotide fragment from
the product duplex and increase in the distance between FAM (fluorophore) and BHQ1 (quencher) accompanied by a significant increase in
the FRET signal. (Colored versions of Figs. 1-4 are available in electronic version of the article on the site http://sciencejournals.ru/journal/
biokhsm/)
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Therefore, the sensitivity of both types of DNA substrates
was analyzed using monofunctional MBD4 and TDG
DNA glycosylases (Fig. 2). Interaction of MBD4 and
TDG with model uracil-containing DNA substrates led
to the uracil removal and formation of the AP site (Fig. 1,
stage 1). This process was accompanied by a slow increase
in the FRET signal (Fig. 2a). It has been demonstrated
earlier for MBD4 that the slow growth in the FRET signal within 100-3000 s corresponds to slow accumulation
of reaction products and presumably characterizes the
rate-limiting dissociation of the enzyme complex with the
reaction product containing the AP site [48].
Type II DNA substrate (Fig. 1b) containing FRET
labels at the same end of the DNA duplex should provide
a greater change in the amplitude of the FRET signal
because of greater difference in the distance between the
emitter and quencher molecules before and after cataly-

a

b

Fig. 2. Changes in the FRET signal resulting from the interaction
of MBD4 and TDG with DNA substrates containing uridine as a
damaged nucleotide. a) The sensitivity of type I and type II DNA
substrates to MBD4 and TDG. b) Effect of APE1 on the interaction of MBD4 and TDG with the type II substrate.

sis, and therefore should demonstrate higher sensitivity to
MBD4 and TDG. Therefore, this model substrate was
used in subsequent experiments involving APE1. The
interaction of MBD4 and TDG with this substrate in the
presence of APE1 led to an approximately 2-fold increase
in the FRET signal amplitude (Fig. 2b), indicating formation of a single-strand break at the AP site catalyzed by
AP endonuclease. It has been shown previously that
APE1 stimulates the activity of DNA glycosylases under
conditions of multiple enzyme turnover [38-43].
Therefore, the presence of AP endonuclease in the reaction mixture promotes change in the FRET signal amplitude during interaction of the damaged DNA with monofunctional DNA glycosylases and increases the sensitivity
of probes to these enzymes.
We found that the sensitivity of type I DNA probes to
enzymatic cleavage was low, but still sufficient to detect
this process in vitro. However, even such low sensitivity
allowed registration of the AP site formation accompanied by the increase in the flexibility of DNA duplex after
uracil removal by monofunctional DNA glycosylases and
decrease in the distance between the dyes. Type II DNA
probes were more sensitive to the cleavage because of the
shorter distance between the fluorophore and the
quencher. In the case of simultaneous action of DNA glycosylase and AP endonuclease in cell extracts, the change
in the FRET signal is additionally doubled (Fig. 2b).
Therefore, we used more sensitive type II DNA substrates
to evaluate the enzymatic activity in cell extracts containing both enzymes.
To determine the activity of the DNA repair
enzymes, we used type II DNA substrates (Table 1) containing enzyme-specific damaged nucleotides. Such
nucleotides can appear in the DNA under the action of
various environmental factors, e.g., oxidative stress (oxoG
and DHU), deamination (uridine), alkylation (εA), and
those inducing formation of the AP sites. Using a set of
DNA probes containing these lesions, we characterized
the activity of all key human DNA repair enzymes
involved in the removal of damaged bases from DNA. For
OGG1, the probe contained an oxoG (oxoG-probe); for
UNG2, SMUG1, MBD4, and TDG (enzyme that specifically recognize uracil in DNA), the probes contained uridine (U-probes); for NEIL1 and NTHL1, the DNA
probe contained a DHU residue (DHU-probe); for AAG,
the DNA duplexes contained εA (εA-probe). The DNA
probe with the AP site analog (2R,3S)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-3-hydroxytetrahydrofuran residue (F-probe)
was used as a substrate for APE1. Whole-cell extracts contain multiple exo- and endonucleases that can degrade
DNA probes; therefore, to rule out the nonspecific cleavage of DNA probes, we used the DNA duplex that did not
contain damaged nucleotides (C-probe) (Table 1).
The activity of DNA repair enzymes was analyzed in
human tumor cell lines of different histological origin
(Table 2). The reaction mixture contained the whole-cell
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 4 2020
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Fig. 3. Changes in the FRET signal characterizing the activity of DNA repair enzymes in the extracts of A549 (a), MCF7 (b), HeLa (c), WT7 (d), HEK293T (e), and HKC8 (f) cell lines. See Table 1 for the description of the used probes.

extract and DNA probe with the damaged nucleotide.
Figure 3 shows kinetic curves for the DNA probe cleavage
in the extracts of studied cell lines. For all the cell lines,
the cleavage of DNA probes containing F, uridine, or
DHU residues continued up to 2000 s and was accompaBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 85 No. 4 2020

nied by a significant increase in the amplitude of FRET
signal associated with the activity of the corresponding
enzymes (Table 1). It should be noted that the cleavage of
the intact duplex (C-probe) was accompanied by a slight
increase in the FRET signal, which pointed to much
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slower nonspecific DNA cleavage. Various approaches are
used to protect DNA probes against cleavage by exonucleases, including hairpin structures and modified terminal nucleotides or phosphate groups. However, the use of
a small number of cells allowed us to neglect the contribution of nonspecific DNA probe cleavage during the
analysis. By comparing the extent of specific and nonspecific DNA cleavage, we were able to conclude that in the
case of F-, U-, and DHU-probes, probe degradation by
cell nucleases can be neglected and, therefore, standard
oligonucleotide probes can be used without introducing
additional protective structures into them.
In contrast to the F-, U-, and DHU-probes, processing of oxoG- and εA-probes (cleaved by OGG1 and
AAG, respectively) was accompanied by a short-time
increase in the FRET signal in the initial part of the
kinetic curve followed by the signal amplitude decrease
within entire time interval up to 2000 s in all cell lines.
Such changes in the FRET signal could not be explained
by direct probe cleavage (Fig. 3) or nonspecific DNA
degradation, since in both these cases, DNA cleavage
should be accompanied by an increase in the FRET signal (Fig. 1b), but rather indicate more complex interactions of these DNA probes with the enzymes in the cell
extracts or suggest that the concentration of OGG1 and
AAG in the cell extracts obtained from 106 cells was insufficient concentrations for activity detection. Therefore, it
is possible that the concentrations of OGG1 and AAG
(the only enzymes responsible for the removal of oxoG
and alkylated bases, respectively) in the cell extracts were
significantly lower than the concentrations of uracilDNA glycosylases UNG2, SMUG1, MBD4, and TDG
and DNA glycosylases NEIL1 and NTHL1 responsible
for the removal of damaged pyrimidine nucleotides.
The relative activities of the enzymes in the extracts
of different cell lines were compared by monitoring the
changes in the FRET signal amplitude 2000 s after the

reaction initiation. As shown in Fig. 4a, insignificant
nonspecific cleavage of the C-probe took place in all cell
lines. A more pronounced increase in the FRET signal
was observed for the F-, U-, and DHU-probes.
Comparison of the FRET signal amplitudes for the Fprobe revealed only small differences between the cell
lines (e.g., less than a 1.5-fold difference between the
normal human cell lines HKC8 and HEK293T).
Therefore, the level of AP endonuclease activity varied
only slightly between the studied cell lines.
The differences in the amplitude of the FRET signal
for the DHU-probe cleavage by NEIL1 and NTHL1 were
more significant (e.g., ~2-fold difference was observed for
the HKC8 and A549 cells). Analysis of total uracil-DNA
glycosylase activity of UNG2, SMUG1, MBD4, and
TDG revealed a 5-fold increase in the FRET signal
amplitude in all cancer cell lines vs. normal human kidney cells HKC8. In contrast, the level of uracil-DNA glycosylase activity in HEK293T cells was only 3.8-times
higher than in HKC8 cells. It should be noted that HKC8
cells demonstrated the lowest DNA repair activity with all
the DNA probes used.
The rate of DNA cleavage, which is another relevant
variable for the comparing enzymatic activities in different extracts, was estimated as the initial slope of the
kinetic curve (Fig. 4b) in the case of steady-state kinetic
study of DNA cleavage. However, due to complex protein–protein interactions between the enzymes involved
in the initial steps of BER, mutual influence of these
enzymes on each other’s activity, and the presence of several enzymes with the same substrate specificity in the cell
extract, the increase in the FRET signal generated by the
cleavage of U-probes in the HKC8 cell extract could not
be described by the steady-state kinetics (Fig. 3f), which
prevented us from using the initial slope of the kinetic
curve in this case. In all other cases, comparison of initial
slopes of kinetic curves revealed that the rate of the F-site

a

b

Fig. 4. Relative activities of DNA repair enzymes in the extracts of A549, MCF7, HeLa, WT-7, HEK293T, and HKC8 cells: a) FRET signal;
b) initial slopes of the kinetic curve.
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cleavage varied no more than 3-fold, with the highest and
the lowest values observed for the A549 and HeLa cell
extracts, respectively. The maximal (4-fold) difference
between the activities toward the DHU-probes was found
for extracts of WT-7 and HeLa cells. HKC8 cells displayed an intermediate activity against F and DHU.
Because of the non-steady-state type of kinetics of cleavage of the U-probe in the HKC8 cell extract, the apparent rate constant of DNA cleavage was not calculated.
Nevertheless, the difference in the activity of uracil-DNA
glycosylases between the other cell lines did not exceed
the factor of two.
In this study, we developed and verified a method for
assaying the activities of human BER enzymes in the
extracts of HKC8, WT-7, A549, MCF7, HEK293T, and
HeLa cells using fluorescent probes. For this purpose, a
set of fluorescent DNA probes was designed that contained various types of damaged nucleotides, including
those occurring during chemotherapy and radiation therapy of cancer. Using these probes, we were able to estimate relative activities of human DNA glycosylases and
AP endonuclease in normal cells and tumor cell lines. It
was shown that the nonspecific degradation in the cell
extracts of DNA probes containing damaged nucleotides
was much slower than specific DNA cleavage. The activity of DNA repair enzymes processing F-, DHU-, and Uprobes was higher in cancer cell lines that in the normal
human kidney cell line HKC8.
These results can be used for creating a statistical
library of relative activities of DNA repair enzymes in
cancer cell lines and human tumor tissue cells. In the
future, such molecular characterization of cells can help
to elucidate the mechanisms underlying tumorigenesis
and cancer progression, as well as cell response to some
therapies.
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